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Abstract

Background: Both theoretical and empirical evidences on chronic illness suggest negative consequences of caregiving on the psychological wellbeing and Quality of Life (QOL) of the caregivers. However, the fact remain that there is a paucity of empirical researches on the quality of life of caregivers of people with chronic mental illness. Purpose: The purpose of the present research is to assess the Emotional Quality of Life among caregivers of person with chronic mental illness across gender. Setting: Psychiatric Hospitals and clinics Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, India. Participants: The sample comprised of 100 primary caregivers of person (50 were male caregivers and 50 were Female caregivers) with diagnosed chronic mental illness of Schizophrenia, Anxiety Disorder, Personality disorder, Depression and Bipolar affective disorder (BPAD). Those willing to participate in the study were interviewed to assess their Emotional quality of life. Results: The female caregivers painfully construe caregiving as sadness and also attribute caregiving to be the source of their sadness in life. Somewhere there is a fatalist attitude adding greater pain in their life and they cope with pain and sadness largely by crying. On the other hand, male caregivers have reported painful and conflictual relationship with the patient as the perceived meaning of sadness and pain both. However, they cope up with the same by moving away and sharing with people. Globally the self-image of the caregivers is negative more specifically after the caregiving. The narratives of the caregiver are subsumed in a model. Conclusions: The findings of the study serve as the roadmap for furthering researches into emotional wellbeing of the caregivers of the person with chronic mental illness. Largely the attention is more towards creating intervention for the patients suffering from mental illness. Such studies would serve as the base for creating and improved emotional Quality of life for the caregivers.
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INTRODUCTION

Chronic illness affects not only the lives of those suffering from disease but also those of family members who care for them. Attending to the impacts of chronic illness on family members is important because the physical and emotional health of family caregivers has the potential to influence the health, welfare and successful rehabilitation of persons with such chronic illness [1].

Researches on Caregivers of person with chronic illness represent diseases like Cancer [2, 3], Stroke [4], Traumatic Injury [5] Sclerosis [6] HIV/AIDS [7, 8] Coronary Heart disease [9, 10] Asthma, arthritis, diabetes, heart disease [11, 12, 13] Hepatitis C patients [14] Inflammatory bowel disease [15]. These and many such studies clearly suggest the overrepresentation of people with physical disorder as sample in researches on chronic illness. However there seems to be a vacuum with reference to the sample of mentally ill people. Further when caregiver of the patient of chronic illness are addressed, the same trend of underrepresentation of the caregiver of mentally ill patient is evident. Although a significant trend which emerges showed high anxiety, depression and low quality of life. [16], researches also showed evidence of negative feelings like anger, guilt feeling, fear, hopelessness, sadness, and negative feelings and attitudes toward the patient [17, 18], as well as this dissatisfaction with their health and poor QOL [19].

According to Dalui, Guha, De, Chakraborty & Chakraborty [20] the Caregivers may experience reduced productivity at home and in the workplace, thus losing wages. This combined with the health care costs for the patients diagnosed with severe mental illness affects the caregivers’ financial situation. Caregivers are also prone to experiencing social consequences including; disrupted social networks, stigma and
discrimination, which exposes them to high levels of depression, stress and anxiety [20, 21, 22, 23]. These finding also suggest negative consequences of caregiving on the psychological wellbeing and Quality of Life (QOL) of the caregivers. However, the fact remain that there is a paucity of empirical researches on the quality of life of caregivers of people with chronic mental illness.

Srivastava [12] & Verma [24], observed that the lower the QOL of caregiver, poorer the psychological wellbeing. Further it has been found that the caregiving role usually adds responsibilities on the caregivers’ daily life, and occupies their time, energy, and attention. [25-30, 26, 31-34]. Taking the backdrop of the heavy emotional consequences of caregiving, the present research paper addresses the emotional dimension of Quality of Life of the caregivers of chronic mental illness, as the review of almost all the researches on the caregivers of chronic ailment clearly suggests an over pervasive dominance of emotional component viz: Heightened depression, anxiety, fear, which also become a rational for addressing emotional quality of life in the present study.

METHOD

Objective

- To assess the Emotional Quality of life among the caregivers of person with Chronic Mental Illness across gender.

For this an Ex-post facto research design was used. Initially a survey of the Psychiatric Hospitals in Lucknow was made by the researcher. After this on the basis of the inclusion criterion, some Private Psychiatric Hospitals in Lucknow were picked up. Emotional Quality of Life was the major variable explored across Gender

The sample comprises of 100 primary caregivers of person with diagnosed chronic mental illness of Schizophrenia, Anxiety Disorder, Personality disorder, Depression and Bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) coded with male caregiver A1-50 and A51-100 for female caregivers from Private Psychiatric hospitals and clinics at Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, India.

Quality Of Life Interview Schedule (developed by researchers) was used to assess the Emotional quality of life of primary caregivers of the person with chronic mental illness. Present Schedule has four dimensions (Physical, Relational, Emotional and Environmental). The present study has only taken up the Emotional Dimension of the caregiver which comprises 18 items. The data obtained from Emotional dimension was exhaustive. Thereafter 14 themes of caregivers emotional QOL emerged from the caregiver interviews however five major themes out of these are being shared in this paper.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To bring a change in the perspectives and outlook of caregivers towards mental health, it is essential that they have an improved Quality of Life. Before making any effort towards improving Quality of Life of caregivers, it is essential to find out their present status. Content analysis was done. For each dimension the result are being shared. The most frequent themes are being given in the Figure 1 (THE RESEARCH AT A GLANCE -THE MAJOR THEME).

A. Sadness: Semantic and Source

A significant characteristic feature of the emotional climate of the families with chronic mentally ill patients is sadness or melancholy.

How do caregivers construe sadness, as well as, its perceived causes/sources brought forth some painful experiences from the caregivers. Five major response categories were (1) Being a Caregiver (2) Loneliness (3) Sickness & Pain (4) Conflictual relationship (5) Don’t know.

Whereas sadness was construed as predominately “being a caregiver” for the females (88%), it was seen as “Conflictual relationships” with the patient I take care for the males (80%), the narratives clearly speak for themselves.

For the female caregiver the narrative: Experienced sadness

“The responsibility that I am carrying is the sadness for me…. Whole life was ruined due to this. Relationship with family members is broken, in-laws also never talk..... Nobody still happy after doing this painful work, I felt very isolated at home”(A55).

“I am a lot more tired…it makes me feel so stressed out, I have lost 13 kg” (A97).

“No one talks to me, nor I want to talk to anyone. It is written in my destiny to die like this..... I feel negative about things and I don’t look forward to the future”(A79).

For the male caregiver the narrative: Experienced sadness

“She is not my wife anymore...we don’t have a relationship....I am her caregiver...our marriage ended with her illness....she has her room and I have mine—her illness, sick behaviour, and caregiving have affected my relationship and my children’s too...... I often feel sad and depressed” (A19).
I am more irritable than before and it has made me more anxious and nervous—I was looking forward to this part of our lives and we never expected this—it has taken away our dreams”(A39).

He’s not my husband anymore—we don’t have a relationship—I am his caregiver—our Marriage ended with his stroke—he has his room and I have mine—his stroke and Caregiving have affected my relationship with his children—they have alienated me He’s not my husband anymore—we don’t have a relationship—I am his caregiver—our Marriage ended with his stroke—he has his room and I have mine—his stroke and Caregiving have affected my relationship with his children—they have alienated me

Empirical support from Corcoran [40]; Bush [41]; Almada [42]; Campbell [43] suggest role-conflict due to conflicting and incompatible demands overwhelming one’s ability to carry out one’s role and caregivers feeling of being trapped in their roles. The anguish and pain of the caregivers was clearly evident in their responses recorded verbatim by the first author. Sadness is an emotional pain associated with, or characterized by, feelings of disadvantage, loss, despair, grief, helplessness, disappointment and sorrow. An individual experiencing sadness may become quiet or lethargic, and withdraw themselves from others. Content analysis brings to fore response categories were (1)Problems in relationship (2) Being a caregiver (3) Relative (4) Lackness of money (5) Don’t know.

For the female caregiver the narrative: Source of sadness

“The reason of my sadness is only caregiving” (A75).

“I am dying taking care of my husband.........I am more irritable than before and it has made me more anxious and nervous........” (A89).

“These conflicts and painful relation with the person I am taking care of is draining me…….making me more sad and hopeless day by day.”(A51).

For the male caregiver the narrative: Source of sadness

“I feel that it is my duty to help him in his present difficult circumstances. That is why I am serving them. Because of which there is discord in my house, my wife helps me in this but she also fights. Children are also worried”.(A21)

“Such a house is a house where there is no laughter and happiness. I feel like dying. Don’t want to come back home.....always fight-fight”. (A05)

I have lost 30 pounds (P11); “I am tired all the time… I don’t have any energy I have lost 30 pounds (P11); “I am tired all the time… I don’t have any energy

As given above varying estimates across different countries indicate that 57% to 81% of all caregivers of the chronically ill are women [12, 35, 36, 37].

B. Pain: Perceived meaning and coping

Content analysis of data brought forth five significant response categories of : (1) Destiny(2)Helplessness(3)Personalized event(4)Present status of family(in terms of sickness & financial constrains) (5)Don’t know. The semantic of pain in female caregivers seems to bring out predominantly the element of “Destiny” (50% female caregivers) or remaining 50% female caregivers reported felt “Helplessness” with narrative:

For the female caregiver the narrative: Experienced pain

“This responsibility I am carrying is the same misery for me, for this, my whole life was ruined, there is no happiness in my life, I have a lot of problems”(A69).

“My fate is very bad.....I still go out to temple and a few other places like my mother’s home but I can’t stay very long. It is better to die than to live. So I feel very tired and I wish I was no more”(A52).

“We tried many places for treatment, starting with the Faith healers and Tantricks after spent a lot of time in this, reach out to mental hospital in Uttar Pradesh, India. That didn’t help, so then we didn’t go anywhere. Later he got shock (ECT) treatment by psychiatrist, but that didn’t help either. He relapsed in 2005 and again from 2013 onwards, I am very much tired now.... I don’t have any time for myself, I have nothing in my hand”(A97).

While for male caregivers (86%) it is once again the strained relations and heavy demands which superimpose destiny, helplessness, worthlessness etc. The narrative below corroborates the same.

For the male caregiver the narrative: Experienced pain

“I am juggling between my job, my wife and children, my father’s business and caring for my mother – sometimes I can’t see any light at the end of the road, I cannot express openly to my relatives about the mental illness of my mother after knowing this no-one wants to marry in my family. …… I am very much worried, why its only happened with my family “(A14).
“I cannot go out for any longer than 30–60 min – I always feel rushed when I go out – rushed to go to the hairdresser, for shopping the domestic items and rushed to see my doctor” (A44).

For exploring coping strategies in terms of coping with pain. The content analysis of data suggests brought forth some significant response categories viz: (1) Rest (2) Silence (3) Sharing with others (4) Crying (5) Do nothing. As clearly evident in figure, the coping with pain seems to go with the gender typing reinforced in the society with most female caregivers reporting that they “cry” for coping with pain.

**For the female caregiver the narrative: Coping with pain**

“Whenever I am in pain, I look around and cry alone, he doesn’t appreciate any of the things I do for him – he never says thank-you – he asks for more help than he needs…then I cry a lot” (A99).

“Ever since I got married I could not go home, I was engaged only in care. I do not remember when I last spoke to my mother and father… I cry a lot, I cry alone… no one To whom I can tell my trouble” (A60).

On the other side male caregivers report “sharing with others” to unburden the load of pain.

**For the male caregiver the narrative: Coping with pain**

“Every day there is ruckus at home, so when it hurts me, I go to meet my friends and talk to them…… My Friends helps me – they calls every day to see how I am doing because they knows this is very hard for me” (A12).

“As long as I am in office, I am fine, but I do not feel like going home as soon as evening. I go to my friends, I sit near them for a long time…..but also worry about the house” (A33).

This finds an echo in the findings of Aşiret [38] who found that Caregivers’ strategies for coping with the problems were sharing their feelings with others (43.2%) and crying (35.3%). Srivastava G, Tripathi RK, Kumar A, Tiwari SC [39]. Observed that “Social relationships” QOL was found better of males compared to females. Females are more dissatisfied in their personal, social, sexual life, and they do not get enough support from their friends and other family members to share their responsibilities.

C. Going through the process of caregiving: works liked & Disliked

Content analysis brings to fore few responses categories viz: (1) To give food (2) Not like anything (3) Don’t know (4) All work (5) Spending time. As one would except the nurturing part of the female caregiver overwhelmingly responded that what they liked most about caregiving was “Giving food” (82%) to the patient with verbatim:

**For the female caregiver the narrative: caregiving works liked**

“I always took care of people by giving food, so I never felt that that was going to be the wrong thing to do…. I just took it as that was part of my life goal, to take care of them through food learnt by my mother who cared others selflessly… It’s stressful, but sometimes it’s rewarding……. I couldn’t like say, I can’t do this. It’s just not in me” (A59).

“I like to cook and feed. When someone eats food that you have made with love, you feel good, the heart is relieved…… even today, people have forgotten to praise… guests do not even ask for food, but I am not like this” (A70).

On the other hand their counterpart responded that they “not like anything” about caregiving (86%) with responses like:

**For the male caregiver the narrative: caregiving works liked**

“After a very long time, I was getting a dream job which perfectly suits me… 2–3 months into the job, mother fell down and broke her hand, She is not in the condition to take care of my wife(patient) and manage household chore … so then I could not continue job, then I had my son … it was rest, complete nine months rest … Now I do want to (work), children are older. I want to go for some job somewhere close-by…..but there is no one to help me… feeling helpless…….my whole life is spoiled, my career, my status and relationship……this caregiving took everything, I am worthless…… I don’t want to do nothing…. I hate this” (A48).

“No man likes to do household work. If a man does household work, he does it under compulsion, I believe. I also have helplessness so I am doing it otherwise I do not like it at all” (A25).

The other side of the caregiving was what part of caregiving they did not like. This has been somewhere imbibed in the gender script of the women that they are suppose to be nurturant, lonely, loving, caring, taking care of the children, elderly, and the sick people in the house (National Alliance for Caregiving and AARP Public Policy Institute [44]. Content analysis brings to fore few responses categories viz: 1) Daily routine activities 2) To give attention all the time 3) Toilet 4) All works 5) Nothing to say. However, in the care of caregiver of the chronic mentally such persons somewhere their tolerance is also reaching its threshold, with responses like:
For the female caregiver the narrative: caregiving works disliked

“I am completely trapped – I can’t go anywhere anymore – I don’t have any time for myself... I have no life.... don’t get things done around the house – I can’t go out for too long in the evening because I have to come back and put her to bed- my time is limited and I feel pressured with the time I have.... I stopped employment completely because of caring for my mother”(A85)

“Throughout the day, I keep serving my father-in-law only. After seven years of marriage, my husband has not thought for family planning yet. We both are engaged in service day and night, there is no time for each other. Now I feel suffocated” (A94)

84% female caregivers felt overwhelmed with this over demanding role of “giving attention all the time”. On the other hand, there counterpart clearly stated at they “did not like to attend to the daily chores” of the patients (86%) reported so viz:

For the male caregiver the narrative: caregiving works disliked

“When I awake up in the morning, change diapers 4-5 times prepare breakfast and feed her, then clean house also take care my shop too. Afterwards, at noon, change diapers 13to12 times and serve lunch. In the evening, I come home, after closing shop which is open in my house, I take over the caregiving work again, In the meantime my children take care of her.... That way, I’m somehow able to get by each day.... I don’t like doing all this, don’t know why I’m doing this”(A33).

“A few days after my wedding, it is revealed that my wife is mentally ill, her parents hide her illness. My family members married me because of that my wife is mentally ill, her parents hide her illness. Many caregivers described feelings of helplessness and feeling trapped (78%) said “nothing to say” about life with verbatim like:

For the female caregiver the narrative: perception of life

“Doesn’t want to say anything..... don’t feel anything. No words for defining this, feel nothing........nothing..... Now every woman want to work and live ....They can’t sit at home.... They want to go out..... When I got married I was working as a Primary teacher. After one year of marriage parents-in-law and husband suggested me to stop and come back .....So, I suddenly quit my job which is my biggest mistake and came back here, many things I do compromise. Sometimes, I would get angry on myself even self harming tendency also develop”(A82).

“Do you think that I am living a life... It is a life... He has to live to tell about life...I have not only lived my life, but I have only drunk sip of poison.......so what to say, nothing to say” (A78).

The male caregivers predominantly reported life as “hopeless” (82%). Family caregivers play many roles in caring for persons with mental illness, including day-to-day care, medication supervision, taking the patient to hospital, and caring for financial needs. The family caregiver also has to bear with behavioral disturbances in the patient [45].

For the male caregiver the narrative: perception of life

“There is no hope in life, now i am very anxious...... Every morning when I wake up feel low, I do not know what the day will be like ..... will anyone smile in my house today or will there be trouble and grief like every day. I feel more confined helpless and worthless. I do not know when this disease will be cured, I do not know how the disease got”(A36).

“Life is very sad ....nothing is left, my mind is lost now, I don’t think anything is going to be alright ... just going on ...... see what happens. I have failed in the exam of life” (A24).

Lack of support, empathy and help from within the family & outside family seems to contribute a lot in developing a negative perception of life. Ignorance of family members in regards to the nature of mental illness was said to be a contributing factor to lack of support which increase the passive pain of the caregiver. Caregivers described feelings of helplessness related to the fact that no one else was willing to help them. Many caregivers described people around them having negative attitudes toward their mentally ill relative that’s why they don’t meet and greet with others and feel isolated [45].

E. Self-Image prior to and after caregiving

Self: the inner core which provides the driving force and striving to achieve the goals of life comprises of not only “I” or “me” but the relational self of I” as others see me particularly in Indian context with the cultural ethos of VASHUDHAV KUTUMBKUM (whole world is a family). The “WE” somewhere overshadows the “I” with such a strong weness (collective self) of fusion and interrelatedness it become
imperative to explore the changes in the self image as a result of caregiving.

Content analysis brings to few significant responses categories viz: (1) Discontented & dissatisfied with self (2) Felt good (3) Sympathetic (4) Compassionate (5) Don’t know and Content analysis for Self Image after caregiving brings to fore few responses categories viz: (1) Disappointed (2) Felt good (3) Empathetic (4) Angry & unhappy with self (5) Don’t know.

While 82% of female caregivers felt that they were “sympathetic” towards others prior to caregiving however after caregiving (as of now) reported a lot of annoyance and felt nobody was happy in terms of “Angry & unhappy with self” with him (84%) narratives like:

For the female caregiver the narrative: self image prior caregiving

“No taking life for granted, maintaining a meaningful life.... Before caregiving as a person i was very Sympathetic, calm and were able to develop strategies to deal with the difficult situation I and my family encountered because i was understand others feeling better than others........I was Always set a goal for life and lived my life accordingly..... A meaningful life could be spending quality time together or doing things together so always enjoyed my life with my family” (A63).

“For marriage, when I saw someone mistreating a mentally ill person, then I thought how people cry after doing a little service….. I was advising people that they were mentally ill, they are not crazy, they are also humans...” (A70)

For the female caregiver the narrative: self image after caregiving

“I get up in the morning .... I sweep the grounds ... then I light the firewood stove for breakfast, then I go up and do the work of the cow (milking)..... like that there is much work all day for me that I do ... boil the milk, warm water for bathing, gave medicines to the patient.... if my mother-in-law had been around she’d never helped me, No one is happy, I am very upset all of these thing, everything is changed now” (A63).

“I have many roles in my life! As a daughter-in-law of the house, as a wife.....mother... I’ve to suffer a lot .... there are many problems like my children(3-4years) also need care, children need to be taught. .... and I bring them from school and I take them to school myself ... when they get sick I’ve to take them to the hospital too....... I keep on running whole day....no time for my family, for my children’s and not even for myself too......this is not me.....” (A77).

On the other hand their counterparts predominantly (72%) reported a very positive self image in form of “Felt good” prior to caregiving and felt extremely “disappointed” and self defeated (84%) after providing the care viz:

For the male caregiver the narrative: self image prior caregiving

“I really didn’t have any problems, that I can recall.....I used to be very good at reading, was the fastest in class, used to do all the work very easily ........ I used to be very happy before” (A21).

“Before, I used to sleep for 8 to 10 hours....... I used to wake up in the morning and exercise... I enjoyed life very much that time I want to do something new......My friend circle was very big and very popular......Don’t like negative views of anyone, very optimistic person i was.....very much motivated & curious for learn new things” (A13)

For the male caregiver the narrative: self image after caregiving

“I have recurring themes. One of them is that my money gets stolen by my relatives and friends and another recurring theme for me is either taking an exam that I can’t finish.... I am trying, but I am unable to, being late for my class at college... feel so much depressed and disappointed” (A40).

“I won’t sleep well........ At times, I am unable to do anything correctly, I do not understand why this is happening........ I just determined that it was all stress, so I started taking counselling for that, and I’m still on that same medication......feel uncertain, loss of interest in socialization and a lack of motivation, with the feeling of intense loneliness” (A29).

Female caregivers, being culturally expected to provide care to parents-in-law, husband, child etc. As in other contexts, though women provided greater time and effort and support exchanges compared to men, they were less likely to experience reciprocity in the support they received [46, 47].
THE RESEARCH AT A GLANCE (THE MAJOR THEME)
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SEMANTIC

BEING A CAREGIVER OF MENTALLY ILL

SOURCE OF SADNESS

"The responsibility that I am carrying is the sadness for me... Whole life was ruined due to this... I am a lot more tired... It makes me feel so stressed out, I have lost 13 kg..."

I am dying taking care of my husband......I am more irritable than before and it has made me more anxious and nervous......The reason of my sadness is only caregiving......

CG+ LIKE GIVING FOOD

"I always took care of people by giving food, so I never felt that was going to be the wrong thing to do...... I just took it as that was part of my life goal, to take care of them through food learnt by my mother who cared others selfishly...... It's stressful, but sometimes it's rewarding."

CG−IVE DON'T LIKE GIVING ATTENTION TO THE PATIENT ALL

"I am completely trapped...... I can't go anywhere anymore - I don't have any time for myself... I have no life...... don't get things done around the house......"

"I have no words to explain..... doesn't want to say anything...... don't feel anything. No words for defining this, feel nothing...... nothing...... I feel more confused helpless and worthless."

PERCEPTION OF LIFE

"Not taking life for granted, maintaining a meaningful life...... Before caregiving as a person I was very Sympathetic, calm and were able to develop strategies to deal with the difficult situation I and my family encountered because I was understand others feeling better than others...... I was always set a goal for life and lived my life accordingly......"

SELF IMAGE

"I have many roles! As a daughter-in-law of the house, as a wife......mother...... I've to suffer a lot, very much unhappy with myself... there are many problems like my children(3-years) also need care, children need to be taught...... I keep on running whole day...... no time for my family, for my children's and not even for myself too...... this is not me......"
CONCLUSION

The present study on the one hand, has created a platform for the caregivers of patient with chronic mental illness to voice their hopelessness, pain and frustration which they have not been able to ventilate for a long period. On the other hand, it also brings to fore the need to create intervention for emotional well-being of the caregivers of the patient suffering from
chronic mental illness. The mental health model which advocates mental health to be an issue of public health needs to be implemented for all three stages: primary, secondary and tertiary intervention which would sensitize the community and people at large for mental health issues, providing social support, as well as, “know how” of mental illness and its management to the caregivers of such patients.

The researchers also suggest more research tuned to narrative medicine to facilitate healing for both the patient as well as the caregiver.
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